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1. Generalities
1.1. This document regulates terms and conditions of Indigo DMA Loyalty Program.
1.2. The terms and conditions are applicable to every Loyalty Program participant.
1.3. Being a Loyalty Program participant, Client gets bonus funds which can be invested in
other company's traders. By using the bonus funds for the first time Client agrees and
acknowledges the terms and conditions.
1.4. Information about bonus funds, and all the related operations, is available at Client’s
personal page.
1.5. These are up-to-date terms and conditions. The company is having a right to make
changes in or add to current terms and conditions unilaterally, as well as to lay down
individual conditions to certain Clients, or a group of Clients.
1.6. The company informs the participants about the changes by uploading edited e-version
of terms and conditions on the official website indigodma.com .
2. Bonus system
2.1 Bonus funds are monetary resource in USD, used in Loyalty Program. They are given for
certain actions while working with the company.
2.2 Bonus funds can be used for investment in other traders only; they can not be traded
with. Bonus funds can not be handed over or sold to anyone.
2.3 In case a Client leaves the Company and closes his account, the bonus funds disappear.
2.4 Bonus funds are given for the following:
 $50 welcome bonus is given after successful verification1.
 Depositing to a personal account (when the funds enter in an account) adds to a
bonus account depending in Client’s status – for more details visit “Loyalty
Program participation” section.
 Participation in “Invite your friend” special offer gives a Client $10 for every new
user who used the Client’s referral link2 and passed verification process.
 Activation of no deposit promo code adds the mentioned volume of bonus funds
to Client’s bonus account. Promo code can be found in the Company’s emails,
social networks, forums. Client can use unlimited number of unique promo
codes, but every promo code can be used once only.
 Bonus funds can be one time, periodic or continuous, depending on the
Company’s special offer.
2.5. Bonus account has its period of validity and amount of commission that needs to be
achieved. These funds are available for investment within three months. Every renewal of
the bonus account prolongs the validity period for another three months.
2.6. Bonus funds can be used for investment in the Company’s traders only.

1

Verification – identity confirmation of an account holder. In case a client creates more than one account, the
company is having a right to annul all the bonus funds on all the client’s accounts and block these accounts as well.
2
Referral link contains a special code of a user who posted the link. Another user who clicked the link is called
“referral”. After clicking the link, information is kept in referral’s browser for 180 days, and if the referral signs in
within this period of time, he will be automatically placed into the invited users list of the user who placed the link.
When the referral passes verification process, the user will get bonus.

2.7. After the funds are invested, a Client get a 100% commission3 for every closed trader’s
position. Volume of commission, that needs to be achieved to withdraw from the bonus
account, is equal to the given bonus multiplied by 12. Commission information is available
in “Bonus funds” submenu at Client’s personal page.
2.8. When the commission requirements are satisfied, or exceeded, the bonus funds in corpore
(total amount of bonus funds and all the gained profit) can be transferred to your personal
account for further actions (investment, trading, withdrawal).
2.9. When the validity period expires the bonus funds disappear.
2.10. The bonus funds are not a subject to insurance.
3. Loyalty Program participation
3.1 All the Clients who successfully passed verification process and activated all the functions of
their personal pages are the participants of Loyalty Program.
3.2 Client’s personal page is marked with one of three status depending on the personal account
balance: standard, VIP Gold and VIP Premium. Rebate, possibility to enlarge leverage, high
priority support and interest rate of possible bonus funds when making a deposit depend on
the status. See Table 1.
3.2.1 Deposit (personal account balance) – sum of funds a Client has after making a deposit.
3.2.2 In order to give bonus funds after making a deposit an interest rate is used. Interest
rate depends on the Client’s status. In case the sum you are going to deposit is enough to
promote your account’s status (for instance, depositing from $0 to $5,000 or from $5,000 to
$25,000), your account will automatically become “Gold” or “Platinum”, and the bonus will
be added in accordance with your new status. Using a unique promo code, you got for
making a deposit, bonus funds will be given according to the highest interest rate4.
3.2.3 Rebate is available for traders only. At the end of every month the Company analyzes
Client’s commission for all the traded positions, and returns part of this commission to
Client’s personal account.
3.2.4 Leverage — ratios of possible credit that is provided to a Client by the Company using
margin. Maximum leverage at the Company is 1:100 and is chosen by a Client himself. Having
a VIP status, a client is having a right to request to set individual value of leverage.
3.3 Client with VIP status have more privileges.
3.4 The company is having a right to deprive a Client of his VIP status without an early warning.
In this case all the bonus funds disappear and privileges will be cancelled.
3.5 The company is having a right to suspend Loyalty Program for uncertain term both for certain
Clients or to shut the whole Loyalty Program down without any early warnings.
Table 1 Clients’ Statuses at Indigo DMA

Client’s Status
Personal account balance

Standard

VIP Gold

Up to $10.000,00

from $10.000,01
up to $25.000,00

VIP Platinum
from
$25.000,01

Interest rate
25%
3

50%

100%

Standard commission on the most instruments is $15. Thus, if trader’s deposit is equal to his investor’s deposit,
for every whole 1.0 lot you’ll get $15 of commission on your bonus account.
4
If you have «VIP Gold» status and you try to use 40% promo code, bonus funds will be 50% because “VIP Gold”
rate is 50% and it is higher than promo code rate.

Rebate
Individual leverage rise
High priority support

Non applicable
Non applicable
Non applicable

30 %
Applicable
Applicable

60 %
Applicable
Applicable

4. Controversial situations
4.1 A client should send a detailed letter with explanation of the problem to the Company’s
support if any controversial situation occurs.
4.2 All the disputes concerning Loyalty Program are clinched with negotiations between the
parties.
4.3 The company will try to do everything to solve the problem and find a rational way out.

